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-Dear Mr McNeilly,
Thank you for your letter dated 31't December 2015 concerning your campaign for a National
Defence Medal.
The principal reason that The Royal British Legion is unable to issue a statement of support for your
campaign is that we are mandated to provide for the welfare of the Armed Forces community.
Irrespective of the merits of your campaign, and with the greatest of respect, we do not believe that
medallic issues constitute a welfare matter. This is because a lack of medallic recognition does not
deny a veteran access to statutory services or negatively affect their health or independent living.
Examples of welfare issues or campaigns that we have previously issued public statements on include:
mesothelioma cancer compensation, widows' pension rights, mental health investment, prosthetic
limb provision, debt and pay day loans, disabled facilities grants, funeral costs, the value of military
compensation payments and transition support.

Whilst I fully appreciate that you may not have formally requested the Legion to conduct a public
campaign on this matter, I venture to suggest that issuing a statement of support would constitute a
campaign, precisely because of the practical implications this can have. Previous experience has
shown that public announcements made by the Legion usually create significant press and political
interest. As stated in my letter to David Kelly, we simply do not have the resources to manage such an
increase in enquiries, or the large volume of other medallic requests that such a statement of support
would inevitably generate.

It is also important to note that any campaign undertaken or endorsed by the Legion must be fully
evidence-based. From the correspondence we receive and our beneficiary case records, I'm afraid that
we have no evidence to suggest that hundreds ofthousands of Service personnel and veterans would
support a National Defence Medal. What's more, when we have consulted our members on issues of
importance to them and the welfare of the Armed Forces community, honours and medallic issues
have not been raised as a priority. It should also be noted that we have previously received
correspondence arguing against the introduction of a National Defence Medal from veterans who
believe it would undermine the value of medallic recognition.
None of this is to say that the Legion does not share your belief that the current medals system could
be improved and reformed. Indeed, the Legion endorses Sir John Holmes' recommendation that more
care should be given when agreeing the quali$ring criteria for future medals, and that the basic
principles underlying campaign medal decisions should be codified and published to help make the
process more transparent and consistent. Stating that these recommendations appear eminently
sensible to us does not, however, contradict our stance on not campaigning on medallic issues.
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Similarly, whilst we endorse Sir John's recommendation that a Cabinet-led working goup should
explore the case for a National Defence Medal, this is purely so that the matter might finally be settled
foi those veterans who currently feel ag$ieved that their Service is not properly recognised. The
Legion adopts no stance on the award of the medal itself, because we do not campaign on medal
issues and are not in a position to comment on the merits of the case based on the evidence that we
have received.

I was disappointed to read in your letter that you feel that The Royal British Legion's reputation
would be damaged by not supporting calls for a National Defence Medal. It has always been our hope
that members of the serving and ex-Service community would judge us on our record of delivering
practical care and support to hundreds of thousands of Service personnel, veterans and their families,
in addition to our success in securing significant and historic legislative changes.
Thank you once again for writing to me, and I wish you well with your campaign.

Yours sincerely,

W
John Crisford
National Chairman
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